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Using a semigroup product formula similar to that of P. Chernoff’s, we generalize Marc Berger’s Central 
Limit Theorem for products of independent random matrices to a Central Limit Theorem for products 
of dependent random linear and nonlinear operators. 
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Introduction 
Limit theorems for products of independent random matrices have been obtained 
by, amongst others, Bellman [l], Berger [2] and Furstenberg and Kesten [6]. In 
this paper, we take Berger’s results, which depend on the Chernoff product formula 
(Chernoff [3], Goldstein [7]), and extend them to products of dependent random 
linear and nonlinear operators. To do this, we use an extension of the product 
formula which appeared in our proof of the central limit theorem for general 
stochastic processes (Johnson [14-181). We also use our theory of algebraic rep- 
resentation of general stochastic processes Johnson [ 11, 121 which is closely related 
to the modular representations of finite state stochastic processes given by Heller 
[9] and the representations of quantum stochastic processes in Davies [4] and 
Gudder [8]. 
1. The exponental formula 
Chernoff [l] showed that the limit 
( > 
n 
lim l+? =e’ 
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can be generalized by replacing 1 with the identity operator I and c by a linear 
operator C. In Johnson [16] we showed, in proving the Central Limit Theorem for 
general stochastic processes, that one can get an even more general result by replacing 
I with a bounded linear operator A and introducing a new bounded linear operator 
B/fi to get 
~ii [ A+$+:]” = R_, eR-,CR_,+R-,~Ro~R_, 
where R0 and R-, are the first two terms in the Laurent series expansion 
(AI-A)-’ = f (A - l)kRk 
k=-1 
(see Johnson [18] for a simple example of this). 
This result can also be written in the form 
lim T f 
(4 
n 
=R_,e r[R~I~(0)R_I12+R_,T’(O)R,T’(O)R~,l 
n+m n 
where 
T(t) = A + Bt + $t’. 
The following theorem gives conditions for this result to hold when T(t), t E R,, 
are bounded linear operators, but T’(0) and T”(0) are not necessarily bounded. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that T(t), t E R,, is a family of linear contraction operators 
mapping a Banach space 28 into itself: Then for each f E Z, 
where 
and 
lim T 
n+‘x (J) 
f “f = R-, erHf 
R(A) = [AI- T(O)]-’ = ; (A -l)kRk 
k=-1 
provided that: 
(i) R (A ) is analytic outside of the disk 1 A ) < 6 < 1 except for a single pole of order 
1 atA=1. 
(ii) H is defined on a dense subspace go of R_, 2’ and generates a (Co) semigroup 
on R-,24?. 
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(iii) R_lT’(0)R_If= 0, fE x13. 
(iv) ~~[T’(0)R(A)13fll~C~II~(~)113,f~~~, lAl>l. 
Lemma 1. If A and B are bounded linear operators mapping a Banach space 2 into 
itself and if IlAll~l, thenfor lcpsn-1 we have 
Proof. Clearly 
jI~“f- ~“fl] = 11 ,rb (A~-~B~ -AnPk-lBk+l)f 11 
II 
n-l = C A”-k-l(A- B)Bkf 
k=O II 
Lemma 2. Suppose that T(t), t ER+, is a family of linear contraction operators 
mapping a Banach space 2 into itself; that the spectrum of T(0) is contained in 
]zI < 6 < 1 except for a single pole of order 1 at z = 1, that 
R(A) = [Al- T(0)lP’ = ; (A - l)kRk 
k=-1 
is the Laurent series expansion of R(A) and that 
M = ,;y< ]]R(A)ll 
and 
D = T(t) - T(0). 
Then for any t E R+, f E 2 and positive integer k, 
T(t)kf=R_,f+kR_,DR_,f+R_,DRof+RoDR_,f 
+ kR_, DR-, DRof -t kR_, DRoDR-, f + kR,,DR-, DR-,f 
+R_,DRoDRof+RoDR_,DRof+R,DR,DR-,f+&f 
102 
where 
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(,E~,,~~k+l(M+2M’+4M’)IIf/(+(l+~)*+’ sup 
[h/=1+_ 
Proof. Let E > 0 and let C, C’ be the circles of radius 1+ E and 6 in the complex 
plane which are centered at (0,O) and let C” be the circle of radius i( 1 - 6) centered 
at (1,O). Then using the spectral theorem (Dunford and Schwartz [5]) and the 
equality 
(I-A)-‘=I+A+A2+(I-A)-‘A3, 
we have 
T(r)kf=& 
I 
A~[,+ T(t)]-’ dhf 
c 
1 
=- 1 
27ri c 
Ak[I - R(A)D]-‘R(A) dAf 
1 
=- 
l 254 c 
AkR(A) dhf +bi 
I 
AkR(A)DR(A) dhf 
= c 
+A 
I 
AkR(A)DR(A)DR(A) dhf 
n c 
+A J Ak[l - R(h)D]-‘[R(h)D13R(A) dhf n c
The lemma now follows from the calculus of residues. Indeed, 
where 
and 
1 
-J A’R(A)dAf=& 
2rri c J C’ AkR(A) dhf +& J AkR(A) dhf C” 
1 
=-J AkR(A)dAffR_,f 
277-i cZ 
1 I-J 254 c’ 
1 
-J AkR(A)DR(A) dAf 
27ri c 
1 
=-J 
27ri c, 
AkR(A)DR(A) dhf +A AkR(A)DR(A) dhf 
7r C” 
1 
=-J AkR(A)DR(A)dAf+kR_,DR-lf+R-,DRof+RoDR-If 
277i c, 
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where, since I( DI( = I( T(t) - T(O) 11 G II T(t) II + II T(O) II s 2, 
1 
II-S 27ri CC 
A~R(A)DR(A) dhf ~26~+‘M’IIfll, 
II 
and 
1 
- 1 A”R(A)DR(A)DR(A) dAf 
2mi C 
1 
=-I 27ri C’ 
AkR(A)DR(A)DR(A) dhf 
+’ 
I 27ri Cs, 
AkR(A)DR(A)DR(A) dhf 
1 
=-j- AkR(A)DR(A)DR(A)dAf+$k(k-l)R-,DR-,DR-,f 
27Fi C’ 
+ kR_, DR-, DR,f + kRm,DR,,DR_, f + kRoDR-, DR-,f 
+ R-,DRoDRof + RoDR_,DRof + RoDR,,DR-,f 
where 
1 
111 27ri Cs 
AkR(A)DR(A)DR(A) dhf 
I/ 
G46k+‘M311f 1) 
and finally, using the fact that 
11 [AI - T(t)l-‘ll s IAl _ I;r(t)ll 
for lAl> IIT(t)ll, we have 
Ak[l - R(A)D]-‘[R(A)D]‘R(A) dhf 
1 
= 27ri C II-IAk[AI- T(t)]-‘[DR(A)13 dhf II 
<(l+#+’ 
SUP IIPR(A)13f 11 
E Ihl=l+E 
and the lemma is proved. Cl 
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We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let p = l/~ = [ n1’9], 
H,, = 
R-, e(r’n)H - R-, 
t/n ’ 
D, = T(vqii) - T(O), 
D;=D” 
t/n’ 
Now apply Lemma 1 and then Lemma 2 to T(a)“+’ and T(@)p, using the 
fact that R,R_, = R_,Ro=O and R?, = R-, = T(O)R_, = R_,T(O), (Kato [19, pp. 39, 
41]), to get for fE ZO, 
S n sup Ohs<, IIIT(~)p”-T($~R_le”““H]R_,esHf~~ 
-R_, ecf”‘)H] R-, esHf 11 
s sup 
II{ 
-tH,, + tR_,D;R_, -* R,D;R_,H,, 
o=ss<t J;; 
+tR_,D;R,D;R_, I-P’H, +IJIRoD;R_,D;R_, 
[ 1 n v5 
-z R,D’R,D:,R_,H,,} RP, esHf 11 
+n SUP IIE,+,R_, esHfll+n sup II&J-~e”~fll 
oss<t oss<r 
+O as n+oo 
since 
[-H,+R_lD~R_,+R_ID’,RoD~R_,]R_leSHf~O 
and for IhI> 1, 
llR(A)ll sj& 
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so that 
s n sup 6p+Z(M+2M2+4M3)(~R-r eSHfII 
OSS<, 
+n sup (1+c)p+2 
sup II[QJW)13~-1 esHfII 
OS-s<, & Ihl=I+E 
s nC6Pf2(M+2M2+4M3) 
SUP sup ll[~‘,N~)13L eSHfII JAJ=l+E o=ss<r 
SUP sup II[UO)R(A)13R-, esHfIl 
Ih/=l+E O~s<t 
sup c,IINUI13 
(hl=l+F 
t 
~o(l)+CCfn - 
(4 
3(1+E)p+2 1 
n & E3 
=So(l)+c;(Ji)3 
Finally, if fE R_, S? then we can, for any E > 0, choose foe go so that Ilf-foll < 4~ 
and thus for n sufficiently large we have 
+ IIR-, e’“(h-f)ll 
s IV-hll + b + Ilf-hII c 6 
so that 
‘f-R_, e’“fII -0, f~R_,c%‘. 0 
2. The Central Limit Theorem 
Let {Xn}~=r be a collection of random variables mapping a probability space 
(a, 9, q) into (R, 53) where 9 is the a-field generated by {X,}~=, and W are the 
Bore1 sets. We define an algebraic representation of the stochastic process {X,}~=, 
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to be a collection (@, S( U),p*, cp) where @ is a closed linear subspace of the 
Banach space &(a, 9) of all signed measures + on (C&9) with total variation as 
the norm, which contains cp and is closed under the contraction operators S( U), U E 
93, where 
S(UN(fl) = 4(X, E U, 
S(W$(X,E U*,..., XnE u,)=cCl(X,E U,X*E U,,...,Xn+,E U,) 
and where p* is the linear functional on @ defined by p*$ = I/J(~). The joint 
distribution of any (I, E ~3 can be calculated from the algebraic representation via 
$l[X,EU,,..., x, E U,] =p*q U,) . * ’ S( U,)$ (1) 
since 
P*s( VI) . . . S( U,)$ 
=S(U,)*. . S( U,)$(fl) 
=S(U,_,) *. . S( U,)$w, E Un) 
= S( Un-J . . .S(U,)HX,E Unp,,X*E Un) 
= S( U,)~(X, E 6,. . . , x-1 E Un) 
=*(x,EU,,X2EU2 ,...) X,EU,). 
Example 1. Discrete time Markov chain. If {X,,}:= O is a discrete time temporally 
homogeneous Markov chain on the state space (1, . . . , d} with initial probabilities 
p(i) and transition probabilities p(i,j), then we can take @ to be the linear space 
generated by ‘p, , . . . , (Pd where 
cp;(X, = i,, . . . , X, = i,) =p( i, il)p( i, , iJ . . . p( in_, , i,). 
In this case we have 
d 
S(j)cp,=P(i,j)cpi, P*‘Pi = l, Cp = C P(i)%. 
i=l 
Example 2. Discrete time Murkovprocess. If {X,,}F==, is a discrete time temporally 
homogeneous Markov process on the state space [-1, l] with initial distribution 
P( dx) and transition probability density 
d-l 
Ptx9 Y) = C aj Cx)Yj9 
j=O 
then for {X,}T=, we can take @to be the linear space generated by cpO, . . . , (P&l where 
cpi(X,E U,,...,XnE Un) 
n = 1, 
x;p(x,, x2) . . . p(xn_, , x,) dx, * * . dx,, n 2 2. 
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In this case we have 
d-l 
s(u)cPi= C xicxj (x) dx ‘pi, 
j=O u I 
d-l 1 
cp= c 
j=O -1 
Thus the algebraic representations of these Markov processes (note that the time 
parameter starts at 1 and not 0) are d-dimensional even though the Markov process 
lives on an uncountable state space. 
Example 3. Algebraic representations from data. If the algebraic representation 
(4, S, p*, cp) of a stochastic process is finite dimensional, then almost any collection 
(PI,..., (Pd, d = dim( @), of points in @ will form a basis in @. Thus we might take 
functions A : lRd, + R, i = 1, . . . , d, and let 
(Pi=Bip= 
I I 
.‘. J;(X~,...,X~,)S(~X~,)‘..S(~XI)(P. 
If these formed a basis for @, then there would exist functions sik( U) such that 
s(“)cPi= $ Sik(U)(Pk. 
k=l 
If we then take functions gi : [we1 + R, i = 1, . . . , d, and let 
g,(x,, . . . , xe,)S(dxe,) * *. S(G), 
then, applying p*C, to both sides of the above equation would yield a system of 
d* linear equation in d2 unknowns sii( U). That is to say, using equation (l), we 
would have 
Ef;(X, 3 . . . 7 xd,)IU(xd,+l)gj(xds+2,. . . 9 xdv+e,+l) 
= ,;, Sik( u)Efk(X~ T.. .) xd,)&?j (xd,+l Y. . . 3 xd,+e,), 
I”(X) = 
I 
1 ifXE U, 
0 ifXg U. 
We can therefore construct the operators S(U) by first estimating the expected 
values in the above system of equations and then solving the system of equations. 
Similarly we can construct p* and cp, thereby giving us the algebraic representation 
of the stochastic process and, via equation (l), the joint distribution of the stochastic 
process. 
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Our Central Limit Theorem will depend on the spectrum of S(R). To get a 
qualitative feel for this, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that {X,,}~=, is a real valued stochastic process with algebraic 
representation (CD, S,p*, CP) and suppose that S(R) is a compact operator. Then a 
necessary and sufhcient condition that 
lim cp(X, E W, . . . , JL E urn, K+N+I E VI,. . . , G+N+~ E V,) N-02 (2) 
exist for all choices of m, n, U,, . . . , U,,,, V,, . . . , V, E 93 is that [AI-S(R)]-’ be 
analytic outside of a disk IAl < 6 < 1 except for a single pole of order 1 at h = 1. In 
that case, (2) is equal to 
P*S( V,) * . . S(V,)Q-lS(u?I)~~~ S(GbP 
where 
Q-, =Fz (A - l)[Al- S(R)]-‘. 
If; in addition, Q_, CD is 1 -dimensional, then there exists a signed measure cpoo E @ such 
that (2) is equal to 
‘p(X, E u, 9 . . .,&E u?ibP,W,~ VI,...,XnE Vi). 
Proof. Since S(R) is a compact contraction operator, there will exist a O< 6 < 1 
such that the spectrum of S(R) is contained in Jz] < 6 except for finitely many poles 
eieo, . . . , e %) 0s &< . . . <8,<27roforders lo,.. . , ld on the unit circle. Let 
Q(A) = [Al-S(W)]-’ = ,=f_, (A - e’eJ)“Qk,j 
I 
be the Laurent series expansion of the resolvent of S(R) around the point e”, and 
let C be the circle of radius 1 + 6 centered at (0, 0), C’ the circle of radius 6 centered 
at (0,O) and Cj,j=O,. . . , d, the circles of radius i(l -6) centered at e”J. Then 
lim cp(X, E U,, . . . , X, E U,, Xm+N+l E VI,. . . , &+N+~ E V,) N-m 
= it;‘mwp*S( V,) . . . S( V,)S(R)“S( Urn) * * . S( wcp + 
= $map*S( V,) * * * S( V,) & 
+ I 
c ANQ(A) dAS(Vn) . . . S(U,)cp 
= zrn-p*S( V,) . . . S( V,) & 
_ Tr I 
/Q(A) dAS(Un). . . SAP 
I 
c, A NQ(A) dAS( U,n) * * * S( U,)cp. 
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The first term above is 0 since 
sSN+’ sup ]]Q(h)ll+O. 
IAl=S 
The second term is, via the calculus of residues, equal to 
Jib_ ,~oP*swn) * * . S(V,  
I- 
{ 
5 N(N-1). 
x eiNeJQ_,,,+ C 
’ .(N-k+2) ei(N-k+l)O 
k=2 (k-l)! 
’ Q-k,j} 
and this limit only exists if d = 0, 8,, = 0 and lo = 1, which proves the first part of 
the theorem. If Q-i @ is l-dimensional, then there exists a (POE @ with p*pm = 1 
and Q-I~oD= pa. In that case, 
Q-1st K) . . . S(U,bP = wb2 
where 
c =p*Q_rS( U,) . . . SC Ul)cp =p*sc KJ . . . SC wcp 
the latter equality following from the fact that 
p* = p*s(R) = p* $$A’-so31 
so that 
p*Q_,=p*!i_n:(A-l)[Al-S(R)]-’ 
=;?(A-l)p*& [AI -S(R)] [AI - S(R)lP’ 
+ 
=p*_ 
Thus the theorem is proved. 0 
We now have our Central Limit Theorem for products of dependent linear and 
nonlinear operators. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that {X,,}F=, is a stochastic process with values in the probability 
space (R, 9, p), with algebraicrepresentation (@, S, p*, cp) whereS(dx) = &(x)p(dx) 
with S,(x) bounded and measurable in x. Suppose that 
Q(A) = [Al-S(R)]-’ 
is analytic outside of the disk 1 A ] < 6 < 1 except for a single pole of order 1 at A = 1, that 
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is the Laurent series expansion of Q(A) and that Q-, @ is a one-dimensional subspace 
of 0. For each xEl%, tER+, let 
A,,(a) = (A,,,,(a), . . . , Ax,r,ct (~1) 
be a mapping of R” into Rd which has bounded continuous partial derivatives of orders 
three or less in a and two or less in t and for which 
&,,(a I= a 
and 
I 
A:,(a)p*Q_,S,(x)Q-,cp~CL(dx) =O, all cp E @J, A:,(a) =; A,,(a)l,=,. 
Then for any f in the Banach space of all bounded uniformly continuous functions 
mapping R“ + R with the sup norm, we have 
lim &f [A,,,,,? o . . . o A~~,,,,(a)l= e Hf(a) “-02 
where t, = m and 
+ A~,,i(~)A~,o,,(~)P*Q-,So(Y)QoSo(x)Q-~~~(dx)~(dY). 
Proof. Let 2’be the Banach space of all functions f mapping Rd x 4b into [w which 
are uniformly continuous in a E Rd and linear in cp E @ with norm 
Ilf II = sup If [a, PI I <co. 
at& 
IId= 
Let T(t), t E R,, be the linear contraction operators mapping 2/T into 2 defined by 
T(t)f [a, cpl= f [A,,(a), So(x)plv(dx). 
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Then, letting t, = m, we have 
x P”&(Xn) . - . So(x,)w(dx,) . . . pu(dxn) 
A,~,,,,, o * . * 0 Ax,,,(~), 
S,(X) . . . So(X,)(P I P*s”(x). . . So(X,)(P .
Our theorem is now proved by applying Theorem 1 to T. Indeed, condition (i) of 
Theorem 1 is satisfied since 
UO)f[a, cpl =f[a, S@)(Pl 
so that 
R(h)f[a, PI = [AI - no)l-‘f[a, cpl =f[a, [AI - s@)l-‘(Pl 
=!-[a, Q(Ah’l= ,!_, (A - l)“f[a, 0~1 
and so 
Furthermore, letting 
Dif("l 3.. . 3 ad, 9) =$@I,. . , ad, q), 
and assuming that f E SZO, where Z0 consists of the function in 2 with bounded 
continuous partial derivatives of all orders less than 4, we have 
T’(t)f[a, cpl= ; A:,i(u)Dif[A,,(U), S~(x)PlP(dx) 
i=l 
and 
T”(t)f[% cpl= ; At,,,, (a)~i_f[Ax,,(a)s h(x)~lPu(dx) i=, 
+; If I A:,,i(u)A:,j(u)DiDjf[A,,(u), &(x)Pl~(dx) i-1 j=1 
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so that, choosing q. E @ with p*‘po = 1 and &q. = cpo, remembering that Q_, @ is 
l-dimensional, we have 
R-1 T’(O)R-Aa, PI 
= T’(O)R-J-La, Q-1~1 
d 
= c [i A:,i(U)P*Q-,So(x)Q-,~r(dx) i=l 1 oif[av ~01 = 0 
and thus condition (iii) of Theorem 1 is satisfied. Since, for f~ Zo, 
W-La, VI= ;R-, VW-,_/-[a, c~l+Rp, UO)RoWIV~,f~~, cpl 
=I ,q A!J,o,i(a)Dif[a, Q-,So(X)Q-,(PIP(dxI 
i=l 
+;i i 
I 
A:o,i(a)A:o,j(U)oiojf[U, Q-,So(x)Q-,~l~(dx) 
i-1 j-1 
+i i AL,o,i (u)[DA:,o,j (u)I 
i=l j=1 
+.t i AL.0.i (u)AL,o,j (a) 
i=l j=l 
d 
1 
=Ic 15 A~,~,~(~)P*Q-~~~(X)Q-~~~u(dx) Di_f[u, CPOI i=* I 
+;; ; A~,o,i(~)A~,,j(~)P*Q-~So(x)Q-l~~u(dx) 
i=l j=l 
x DiDjf[ 4 CPOI 
+; i 1 II A:o,i(U)[DiA:,o,j(U)lP*Q-,So(y) j=l i=l 
X Qoso(x)Q-,~~(dx)~(dy) ojf[a, CPOI 
I 
+; .f A:o,i(U)A:,o,j(u)p*Q-,So(Y) is, j=, 
X OoSo(x)~-,~~(dx)~(dY) 
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is the generator of a diffusion on lRd (Ito and McKean [lo]) it follows that H 
generates a (C,) semigroup on R-, 24? so condition (ii) of Theorem 1 is satisfied. 
Finally, condition (iv) of Theorem 1 is satisfied since If(a, cp)] c llfl] jlq]l and SO 
II [WWW)13fll 
xf[a, s,(z)Q(h)s,(y)Q(h)s,(x)Q(h)cplCL(dx)l.L((dz) 
G sup ; ; ; JJJ I{AL,,i (a)[oiA:,o,j (~11 [DjA ,o,k(a)lDk alza d i=I,=l k=l 
IlVll~l 
c c,Ils(lw)Q(A)S(IW)Q(h)S([W)Q(A)1I 
c c,iIQ(A)ii3. 
Since, for any f E R-, 2, we have 
.!-[a, cpl= R-J-La, cpl =f[a, Q-,cpl= b*Q-lc~)f[a, A= (p*cp)f[a, cpol, 
there is a l-l map 
f(% V) +f(a, PO) =f(a) 
of R-,2? onto the Banach space of all bounded uniformly continuous functions 
mapping Rd + R. Since erH maps R-, ii? into itself, elH will also map the bounded 
uniformly continuous functions mapping lRd + R into itself via 
erHf(u) = efHf(u, cpo). 
It follows then from Theorem 1 that for f~ R-, 2, 
e’“f(u) = erHf[u, cpo] = R_, erHf[u, cpo] 
= (P*‘P)R-, erHf[u, A= R-1 e’“f[a, cpl 
= lim T n+‘x 
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and the theorem is proved. 0 
Example 2 revisited. Let {X,,}r=, be the discrete time temporally homogeneous 
Markov process on the state space [-1, l] with initial distribution P(dx) = p(dx) = 
+ dx and transition probability density 
p(x, y) = $+ ;x2y. 
Then from Example 2 we see that the algebraic representation of {X,,}r==, can be 
taken to be the collection (@, S, p*, q) where 
CD=@, 
Thus 
Q(~)=,h~-S(IW)]-‘-(*01 y 
=A(:, ,:,>= f ('+-l)kQk 
k=l 
is analytic except at A = 0 and A = 1, 
1 with 
Q-1=(:, d), Qo=(; 
the singularity at h = 1 being a pole of order 
Thus 
and 
p*Q-,Sob)Q-,cp = (2,O) :, 
p*Q-,S”(y)QoSo(x)Q-,c~ 
=w)(; ;) (; ;I) (,o 1:) (: ;I) (: (g ca> 
= gx(-3-y+9y2+3y3), 
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and so Theorem 3 applies so long as the function 
A,,(a) = (&,,,,(a,, . . . , ~1,. . . , &,r,da,, . . . , ~1) 
satisfies 
&,,(a) = a 
and 
I 
1 
(+‘+ &x)A;,,(a); dx = 0 _, 
in which case 
lim &A&,~,,,, o . 
n+m 
* . ~&,,,~,(a)l= e’Hf[al 
where 
fff[al= it c&w)&+ i i! ciJ(a, 
,=I I t=lj=l 
Ci(u, P)=i ’ (y+ &x)A’&,(u) dx 
--I 
a2 
cp)--- 
dUi tij ’ 
x [fgA;.,oh)] dx dx 
1 
Cij(a, Cp) = a CF+ ~x)A:,o,i(u)A:,j(u) dx ~1 
x(-3-y+9y2+3y3)A:,,i(U)A:,~,i(U) dx dy. 
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